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1.History. 

Although the feasibility of the bremsstrahlung tagging 

technique was first demonstrated by Weil and McDaniel in 

1953, it was not until the early sixties that the method 

was exploited in earnest by a group at the University of Illinois. 

The Illinois arrangement, used in conjunction with a 25 NeV 

betatron, employed three electron detectors to identify the 

energies of bremsstrahlung photons to within f'.67%, or 100 KeV 

at 15 MeV 2 # 3 ). The first experiments with this facility were 

measurements of photon scattering from excited levels in a 

number of nuclei, including 197Au (ref 2 ) ) , 165Ho (ref 3 ) ) , 

C, Hg and Si (ref ). Post-bremsstrahlung electrons 

were detected in coincidence with scattered gamma-rays observed 

using a 12.5 cm diameter Nal crystal about 20 cm from the target. 

With a coincidence resolving time of 10 nsec, tagged photon 
4 -1 

fluxes of approximately 2 x 10 sec were achieved whilst the 
2) accidental-to-real coincidence ratio was suppressed to 1 in 200 

These experiments continued into the early seventies, during 

which time the instrumentation was expanded to include twelve 

recoil electron detectors. In 1973 the system was moved to the 

site of MUSL 1, a prototype superconducting microtron that was 

then under development. The 50% duty factor of this accelerator 

represented 3 great improvement over the 2-4% of the old betatron, 

and permitted more ambitious experiments to be attempted, such 

as the measurement of the energy spectra of semi-direct photo-

neutrons . Time-of-flight techniques could be employed to 

determine the neutron energies, since the tagging process not 

only establishes the energy of the photons, but also the reaction 

time. Flight paths of typically 1 m were used, which for the 

range of neutron energies studied, 0.25 to 6 MeV, implied effective 

coincidence resolving times of up to approximately 150 nsec. 

The experimental parameters of the Illinois arrangement are 

presented in more detail in table 1 and figs. 1 and 2 show 

examples of measurements made with this facility. 



Table 1: Selected specifications of various photon tagging facilities. 

• 

Accelerator 

Duty factor 

Incident electron current 

Incident electron AE/E 

Bremsstrahlung radiator 

Tagging spectrometer 
acceptance cone 
Recoil electron detector 
No. of channels 

Total energy resolution 

Type of experiment 

2T (nsec) 

N (sec"1) 
1 

Radiator-target 
distance (metre) 
Product detector 
solid angle 

ILLINOIS2"5* 

25 MeV Betatron 

2.2 - 4% 

S 1CT9A 

0.33% 

,002 r.l. brass 

8% 

plastic scntr. 

3 - 1 2 

0.5 - 1.0% 

<Y,Y) 

^10 

^2xl04 

1.8 

^4TT/40 

TORONTO 5 , l l ) 

(a) 

MWPC 

96 

0.3% 

{y,fission prod.) 

^30 

-vO.5 

4̂tT 

DARESBURY8,9) 

5 GeV Synchr. 

10% 

.005 r.l. Pt 

2 .3\ 4m • *J * 

plastic scntr. 

192 

6 - 2 0 MeV 

(Y#total hadron) 

M 

Sio6 

^9 

>v4Tr 

7) 
DESY ' 

7.5 GeV Synchr. 

£ 10"13A 
(positrons) 

1% 

.02 r.l. Au 

plastic scntr. 

12 

100 MeV 

{y,total hadron) 

^25 

*6xl03 

4̂ir 

(a) Toronto-Chalk River tagging facility to be used in conjunction with future Illinois micrctron MUSL II, 
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During the latter sixties the application of the tagging 

principle was extended to the domain of high energy physics, 

notably for the measurement of the total nuclear cross sections 

for photohadron production. Experiments of this type were per

formed at Stanford , Hamburg and Daresbury . Fig. 3 

shows the Daresbury measurement of the hydrogen cross section. 

Despite the small cross section, beautiful results are obtained, 

largely by virtue of a fast and highly-efficient detector system 

for the photohadrons. Plastic scintillator layers were assembled 

into the form of a rectangular box, which, except for the beam 

entry and exit ports, completely enclosed the target. In this 

way, close to 4ir detection geometry was achieved for the reaction 

products. 

Associated with this hadron detector are sophisticated instru

ments for tagging the incident bremsstrahlung radiation. In one 
9) 

example , electrons from the 5 GeV, 10% duty factor synchrotron 
4 -1 

are tagged at a rate of 2x10 sec by an array of 192 plastic 

scintillators. Each detector spans a momentum bite of 10 MeV/c, 

and the lowest measurable recoil momentum is 160 MeV/c. Table 1 

gives further details of this detector array, which has recently 

been superseded by three large multi-wire chambers 

The installations at Stanford and Hamburg are interesting 

for the fact that monochromatic photons are obtained by tagging 

bremsstrahlung positrons, rather than electrons. 
2. Future Plans. 

With the current trend towards higher duty-factor accelerators 

it is not surprising that the tagging technique should be re

ceiving more attention. The second Illinois microtron, MUSL 2, 

has recently come into operation and should ultimately provide 

a continuous electron beam of energy up to 60 MeV. It is intended 

that two tagging installations will be used with this facility. 

The first, an improved version of the system described above, will 

permit photon resolutions of 50-100 KeV, The second, a high 

resolution system developed through a Chalk River - Toronto colla

boration, employs a 96-wire proportional chamber to detect post-

bremsstrahlung electrons '. An intrinsic resolution of better 
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than 10 KeV has been claimed for this device. 

Other recirculating electron accelerators are presently being 

constructed at Stanford, Mainz and Lund . Each of these 

facilities is designed to produce a high-duty factor beam of 

100 MeV or higher energy electrons, and will therefore be well-

suited for experiments employing the tagging technique. Proposals 

for high-duty factor installations have also been advanced by 

other laboratories. 

3. Instrumentation. 

We proceed now to consider the instrumentation requirements 

of a photon tagging facility. This instrumentation should serve 

to realize the following objectives: 

(i) Highest possible detection efficiency for both 

recoil electrons and measured reaction products; 

(ii) Fast coincidence resolving times; 

(iii) Good energy resolution; 

(iV) Accurate measurement of irradiation dose; and 

(V) Low background levels. 

3.1. Transport of beam to tagging spectrometer, 

The incident electron beam should be of low momentum spread, 

50 KeV or less, depending upon the associated tagging instru

mentation and the demands of the particular experiment. The 

necessity of detecting particles in coincidence restricts the 
—8 maximum useful incident current to about 10 A. We demand only 

that the current pulse be flat and stable as a function of time. 

A quadrupole doublet would be required to focus the electron beam 

on the bremsstrahlung radiator, a task which would be made easier 

by the availability of a retractable view-screen. One difficulty 

that has occasionally troubled past experiments is an energy 

shift incurred when the beam spot wanders on the radiator. In 

principle, this could be monitored continuously by the installation 

of a radio-frequency cavity monitor just before the radiator. 
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3.2. Tagging spectrometer 

The tagging spectrometer should be double-focussing with 

large momentum and angular acceptances. An intrinsic resolution 
-4 

of 5x10 would probably be adequate. The return yolk will 

need to be carefully positioned so that it does not interfere 

with the deflected primary electron beam. These requirements 

would seem to present few technical difficulties. 

Customarily,tagging spectrometers have been oriented 

to bend electrons in the horizontal plane, but there would 

appear to be no good reason why electrons could not be 

deflected vertically. Moreover, the tagging spectrometer 

need not be dedicated exclusively to this one function. Con

sequently, we can conceive of a situation where a suitable 

magnetic spectrometer,such as a rotatable device used for (e,e*) 

or (e,e'X) experiments, was moved to the O forward direction 

when bremsstrahlung tagging experiments were to be performed. 

The same focal plane detectors and associated electronics 

could be used for both the electron scattering and photon 

experiments. The only difficulty is that with most conventional 

spectrometer magnets, the outer circumference is more or less 

completely enclosed by the return yolk. This would then inter

cept not only the tagged photon flux, but also the deflected 

primary electron bean. However, magnetic spectrometers need 

not necessarily be constructed according to this design, as 

rhown by the experience of the Mainz group, who have success

fully used an open-backed (e,e') spectrometer for several 
14) years 

3.3. Post-bremsstrahlung electron detection. 

For the purposes of detecting the post-bremsstrahlung 

electrons we could employ either an array of plastic scin

tillators, or a multiwire drift chamber. Drift chambers 

provide the best resolution and are probably less expensive, 

but lack the fast nano-second time resolution of scintillators, 

A drift chamber equipped with plastic backup detectors would 

combine the advantages of both techniques. 

The detection system should span the largest possible 
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range of electron momenta, since if the bremsstrahlung photon 

has more chance of being tagged, the random coincidence back

ground is reduced, and the experiment can be performed at 

faster data-acquisition rates. 

3.4. Electronics. 

The primary requirement of the electronic processing 

systems is that they serve to minimize the coincidence re

solving time. Here, we refer to the electronics associated 

with the detection of the post-bremsstrahlung electrons as 

well as the reaction products. Some method will also be 

required to measure simultaneously the random coincidence 

rate. Various methods have been proposed , usually calling 

for the generation of a second fictitious pulse, some fixed 

time interval after the detection of a real event. These 

techniques automatically account for transient fluctuations 

in the count rate due to an unstable incident electron 

current, and are considered desireable, even though they 

decrease the maximum permissible count rate somewhat. 

3.5. Detection of reaction products. 

A brief description will now be given of some of the 

detection techniques that might be employed to measure various 

reaction products. In order to achieve acceptable count rates 

the product detectors should, in principle, subtend large 

solid angles at the target, have high intrinsic efficiencies 

and fast response times. 

3.5.1. Neutron detectors. 

The photoneutron energy spectra would probably best be measured 

using a large plastic scintillator and time-of-flight tech

niques. At Illinois, the method has been used with an approxima

tely lm flight path and effective coincidence resolving tinos 

of up to ̂ 200 nsec . The attainable count rate diminishes 

rapidly as the scintillator is moved further from the target, 
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not only from solid anqle considerations, but also because 

of the extended flight path. By rotation of the scintillator 

about the target, photo-neutron angular distributions could 

be readily obtained. With relatively short flight paths, the 

method is probably useful for neutron energies up to M 5 MeV. 

The availability of accelerators with duty factors approaching 

100% might also make it possible to measure the overall cross 

sections for neutron photo-production, which, for medium and 

heavy nuclei, constitutes a large fraction of the total 

photo-reaction cross section. The problem here is that we 

require counters with detection efficiencies that are rela

tively independent of neutron energy. Existing detectors of 

this type function by first thermalizing the neutrons, a process 

that is usually characterized by a half life of SO usee or 

more. The resultant long coincidence resolving times would, 

however, be somewhat compensated by the high absolute detection 

efficiencies (up to ̂ 50%) that can be obtained 

3.5.2. Gamma-ray detection. 

Solid angle, efficiency and resolution considerations would, 

in most cases, lead to the use of large Nal crystals to detect 

de-excitation Y~rays. Measurements at Illinois have been 

performed using a 12.5 cm diameter crystal 20 cm from the 
3 4) target ' , giving a geometrical efficiency of better than 

2% for isotropically-emitted y-rays. Where very high duty 

factors were available, it might be possible to capitalize 

on the excellent resolution offered by solid state devices, 

at the expense of reduced detection efficiency, particularly 

for higher y-ray energies. It should be possible to achieve 

coincidence resolving times of a few nanoseconds using Nal 

and solid state devices. 

3.5.3. Protons. 

Spectrometers equipped with focal-plane detectors provide 

the best energy and angular resolution, but suffer disadvan

tages of having restricted angular acceptance (30 msr or less, 
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depending on proton momentum) and of spanning only a limited 

range of proton momenta at any one time. Particularly for 

measurements in the giant resonance region, the best solution, 

at present, is probably to use solid state total absorption 

detectors. The detection characteristics of lithium-drifted 
17) silicon and germanium detectors have been well-established , 

and proton resolutions of 50 KeV can be achieved comfortably. 

A recent development is that of high-purity germanium detectors 

with relatively large dimensions: 33 mm diameter by 15 mm thick. 

Such detectors can stop 115 MeV protons. In order to obtain 

satisfactory solid angle factors, solid state detectors should 

be positioned close to the studied target. 

Spectrometers may well become more competitive for measure

ments at intermediate and high energies, where the increased 

level of spurious background from the target may complicate 

experiments in which detectors view the target directly. None

theless, as mentioned previously, such detectors (range-tele

scope) have been used to successfully measure high-energy 
8) cross sections for photohadron production ;. 

3.5.4, Other particles: deuterons, alpha-particles, pions 

and fission fragments. 

Cross sections for photoproductlon of these particles are 

generally low, so that it is essential to strive for high 

detection efficiency. Giant resonance photodeuterons and a-

particles are probably best measured using solid state devices. 

Compact spectrometers with large angular acceptance or range-

telescope detectors may be adequate for the measurement of 

charged photoplon cross sections, whereas uncharged pions 
19 would have to be observed through their decay gamma radiation 

A Canadian group plan to detect low-energy fission fragments 

produced near threshold using a multi-wire chamber in which 

the fissionable target material is located internally 
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4. Experimental Count Rates, 

4.1. Introduction. 

by 

Ignoring general room background, the count rates in the 
1 re 
20) 

i recoil electron detector and product detector are given 

ne = n[P(E JAEje (E±) , 
i i 

and 

n = nl P(tu) —;—: |l-e Je (w)e (u) du p * M(W) L J a p 
t 

where 

n is the number of radiating electrons per second which 

produce photons with energy greater than the threshold 

of the studied reaction, to.; 

P(E.) is the bremsstrahlung probability distribution ex

pressed as a function of the recoil electron energy, 
Ei ; 

AE. is the energy acceptance of the i recoil electron 
i 

detector and 

c is its detection efficiency; 
ri 
E is the kinetic energy of the incident electron beam 

(Ee - Ei + W j L ) ; 

CT (u>) is the measured nuclear cross section as a function 

of photon energy æ and 

li(cj) is the total absorption cross section; 

X is the target thickness; 

E (ui) is the fraction of the bremsstrahlung y-flux which 
is intercepted by the target, and 

is the detection efficiency of 

including solid angle factors. 

e (w) is the detection efficiency of the product counter 

The corresponding true coincidence rate in the i channel 

is 



LO 

I.I 

1.25 

-- m 
25 

l i |zo 

1.4 1.6 
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Summing over all channels gives the total number of tagged 

photons and true coincidence counts per second: 

n = n = I n , (4 
T e i ei 

n. = I n (5 
C i Ci 

For the purposes of obtaining order-of-magnitude count-rate 

estimates we can usually make some simplifying approximations. 

For example, it is often safe to assume that u, E and E are 
a p 

reasonably independent of photon energy throughout the region 

of interest. That is, 

"r = *aS, ? Z n[P{E )tE.1er (w.)c(w ) , 
F y i i 

using the bar notation to represent values averaged over the 

measured energy range. By making the further assumption that 

the measured cross section is relatively structureless, we 

obtain 

nc - Va cp L — '* 

The corresponding accidental-to-true coincidence ratio 

may be determined from 

n r 
n c 

— 

i™A 
n c 

2rn 
r * 

where 2T i° the coincidence resolving time, and the parameter 

C is the tagging efficiency: 

% I[P(E1)AEi]^i|-r.l-e-"
(wi,XJer(Ei)Ea(Ml)ep(a.1) 

n E 
P C t

p<*> ^ B--p(u)x:ua<«>cp<»> -» 

(6 

(7 

(8 
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The tagging efficiency would be unity if we could succeed 

in tagging all photons that initiated events observed in the 

studied reaction channel. Although it is largely determined 

by the energy dependence of the measured cross section and 

the particular range of photon energies being tagged, it is 

also sensitively dependent upon the actual configuration of the 

apparatus employed to tag the bremsstrahlung radiation. 

For modest systems, containing only a few recoil electron 

detectors, ? will generally be rather smaller than it would 

be for *nore sophisticated systems of large scintillator arrays 

or multiwire chambers. Consequently, for the same true coin

cidence count rate, n„, the accidental-to-true ratio will 
c 

usually be much greater in the unsophisticated system. 

4.2. Count rate estimates - assumptions. 

We now examine the assumptions that must be made in order 

to estimate probable count rates fcr various types of 

experiments. These estimates will be presented in section 4.3. 

4.2.1. Target thickness, X. 

Thin targets are assumed where energy-straggling or self-

absorption effects may be important. In this case 

n^ = n E e cX , ta\ 
c y a p * \9> 

Where straggling or self-absorption is expected to be less 

important we assume a target of thickness sufficient to absorb 

50% of the tagged photons: 

i/ - - « 
n„ = 0.5n c e ~ /,m 
c Y a p- (10) 

u 



4.2.2. Cross sections, o(w) and u (w) . 

We generally assume cross sections appropriate to the mass 

region around 1 60. High-Z targets will usually give faster 

count rates in experiments where thin targets are used. 

4.2.3. Tagged photon flux, n . 

Provided that the accident i1-to-true coincidence ratio is 

not unduly large a realistic maximum for the tagged photon flux 

is one photon per ten coincidence resolving times: 

„ = 5^1 sec"1 

Y 2T 

In cases where the random coincidence rate is appreciable the 

optimum tagged photon rate may well be restricted to lesser 
20) values . We try to adopt coincidence resolving times that 

are in reasonable accord with the characteristics of the 

particular detectors that are assumed in each example. 

4.2.4. Fraction of the photon flux which is intercepted by 

the target, e (w) . 
Si 

Fig. 4 shews e (u>) for a variety of initial electron energies a 
and bremsstrahlung opening angles. We assume a target diameter 

of 4 cm located 1 to 2 metre beyond the radiator, depending upon 

the demands of the probable experimental apparatus and the 

energy of the incident electron beam. Larger separations will 

be needed for measurements at intermediate energies, where 

stronger-focussing tagging spectrometers must be used. 

4.2.5. Duty factor. 

One hundred per cent duty factor is assumed. 
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4.3. Count rate estimates - nracticul examples. 

With the assumptions discussed above, true coincidence count 

rates are now estimated for a variety of tagged photon expe

riments. For 

ny = 0.1/2T, 

eq. (7) gives the accidental-to-true coincidence ratio: 

r _ 1 
n " lOq ' c 

As mentioned previously, the tagging efficiencv parameter, 

C, is sensitively dependent upon the details of the tagging 

instrumentation. In the best possible situation, where every 

observed reaction event is produced by a tagged photon, r, is 

egual to unity, and the accidental-to-true ratio will be 0.1. 

However, this condition will be difficult to achieve in practice, 

and since z, is less than unitv, n /n > 0.1. 

Detailed estimates of the accidental-to-true coincidence 

ratio are only given for the first of the following examples. 

4.3.1. Photon scattering experiments. 

In the early sixties, at Illinois, ohoton scattering cross 

sections were measured in the giant dipole resonance region 
2 3) 

of heavy nuclei ' . Scattered y-rays were detected bv means 

of a 12.5 cm Nal crystal and coincident count rates of 

10 hour were obtained. Later, in measurements of scattering 

from discrete giant magnetic dipole states of light nuclei, the 

observed count rates were of the order of 1 coincidence per minute, 

Figure 5(a) shows the differential cross section for 135 
165 scattering of photons from the giant resonance region of Ho. 

The average cross section is seen to be about 0.30 mb sr ., and 

the corresponding total photon absorption cross section is 

approximately 9 barn ' . It is assumed the Hal crvstal subtends 
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an effective solid angle of 0.22 sr at the centre of the thick 

Ho target, and that it has a peak detection efficiency of 
3) -

0.2 . With the additional assumptions of e = 0.3 and a 
coincidence resolving time of 5 nsec, or 

n = 0.1/2T 
Y 7 - 1 = 2x10 sec , 

the estimated true coincidence count rate is 

nc = °*5 nyVp ? 

= 0.5 x (2xl07)x0.3x0.2x0.22x ^ | 

. -1 
= 4 sec 

Accidental-to-true coincidence ratios will now be calculated 

for two different configurations of recoil electron detectors, 

assuming that the incident hremsstrahlung spectrum has an 

endpoint energy of 19 MeV. For the first case, we consider an 

extended multi-wire chamber or scintillator array which tags 

all photons with energies between 11.5 and 15 MeV. Secondly, we 

assume five distinct scintillators, each spanning a 100 JceV bite 

in the same energy range. The reaction yields sampled bv those two 

hypothetical configurations are shown schematically in fig. 5(b). 

The tagging efficiency parameter, Z,, can be computed without 

approximation from eg. (8), but, for our purposes here, sone 

simplifications are made. We neglect the energy-dependence of the 

parameters y and e , and further assume 100% detection of all 

recoil electrons in the measured energy range, that is 

cr(E1) = 1, all F,A. 

The tagging efficiency then becomes 

E[P(Ei)AEjcJ«a)i) 

; e P(o:)o (co)dw 
wt 
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which is sinply the ratio of the taqged to the total reaction 

yields. For the two different configurations of recoil 

electron detectors we obtain 

and 

?. = 0.563 , R. = 0.178 , 

r,2 = 0.079 , n2 - 1.26 

Although the total true coincidence rate is (approximately) 

the sane in both cases, the accidentai-to-true ratio is much 

smaller for the more elaborate reccil electron detector. 
20) If, following the derivation of ref , we assume the 

ultimate error in the accidental-to-true ratio to be determined 

by the relative error in the coincidence resolving time, 

g = M 2 T ) / 2 T , 

the precision to which the true coincidence rate mav be deter

mined is given by Rg/(1+R). This yields 0.l5g and 0.56g respec

tively for the two cases discussed above. 

4.3.2. Neutron spectrometrv bv time-of-fliqht measurements. 

Experiments of this type have been performed at Illinois 

using a plastic scintillator which detects isotropically-emitted 

photoneutrons with approximately 1% geometrical efficiency. 

A 200 nsec coincidence resolving tine and 1 metre flight path 

would permit neutron energies as low as 130 KeV to be measured. 

In the giant resonance region of 160 the average (y>n) cross 
21) section is about 5 mb and the total cross section for 

22) 
photon absorption 460 mb . Assuming a thick target and 

£ = 0.4, together with 
Si 

5 -1 

n = 5 x 10 sec , 

we obtain 

nc • 0.5 x (5xl0
5) x 0.4 x 0.01 x - ^ 

*\> - l - 10 sec . 
This rate could be increased using multiple neutron detectors. 
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4.3.3. Total (y#n) cross sections in the giant resonance. 

The characteristics of energy-independent, 4ir neutron 

counters are mentioned in section 3.5.1. Such detectors may 

have detection efficiencies approaching 50%, but need to be 

gated on for approximately 500 usee because of the slowness 

of the neutron thermalization process. 

Consequently, with the assumption e =0.3, 

n « 0.1/(500xl0~6) 

= 200 sec"1, 

and 

n = 0.5 x 200 x 0.3 x 0.5 x T W 

*v -l 
= 0.15 sec 

4.3.4. Measurement of giant resonance photoproton spectra. 

The l60(y,p) cross section is typically close to 8 mh 

An array of three solid state detectors, each 15 to 20 cm from 
24) the target , would present a total solid angle of about 

50 msr. Assuming a 5 nsec coincidence resolving time, 

c =0.4, and target thickness 
a 

X - .020 gm cm 

A-m ,6.02xl023t 
= ,020 x ( ^ ) 

20 -2 
= 7.5 x 10 nuclei cm , 

we obtain 

n. = 2 x ID sec 

and 
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n = n c e a.X c y a p 

= (2xl07) x 0.4 x - 4 ^ x — S L x (7.5xl020) 
** IQ27 

= 0.2 sec 

4.3.5. (Y»PO) cross section measurements at intermediate 

energies. 

The 45° ^OfYrPo) cross section is 10 yb sr" for 65 MeV 

photons, and falls off rapidly with increasing energy 

Consider that the measurement is being nerformed using a 20 msr 

angular acceptance magnetic spectrometer, with the assumptions 
- -2 

2T = 6 nsec, e =0.4 and X = 40 mgm cm , the true coincidence a 
count rate is 

n, = U.6xl07) x 0.4 x ̂ | Q x (l.SxlO
21) 

c 10^* 

% -i 

= .002 sec , 

or eight counts per hour. 

4.3.6. Photopion production. 

In the range E - 170 -290 MeV the lsO(y,7r ) cross section 

to the ground and low-lying states of 16N cannot be more than 

about 7 ;ib . (The (y,v ) will be of comnarable magnitude) . 

Assume that the photopions are emitted isotrooicallv and are 

detected in a magnetic spectrometer with 30 msr acceptance solid 

angle. If the spectrometer flight path is 2 metres, then 

approximately 30% of the pions will decav before arrivinn at 
-2 

the focal plane detector. Assuming further: X = 200 mgm. cm , 
2T - 5 nsec, and £ = 0.75, we obtain 

3 
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nc = (2xl0
7) x 0.75 x (0.7 x -^|)x(7xl0"3O)x(7.5xl021) 

= .0013 sec"1 

^ -1 
= 5 hour 

4.3.7. Total cross section for photohadron production in the 

region of the P{3,3) resonance. 

For nuclei with masses close to that of Ic0 the cross 

section for photohadron production is about 3 mb .We assume 

a similar experimental set-up to that used at Daresburv , 

where hadronic events are detected in a scintillator box which 

surrounds the target. Based on the Daresbury experience, the 

tagged photon rate will be restricted to about 5x10 sec 

because of the preponderance of electromagnetic background 
-2 -

events. With X - 300 gm cm , z = 0.8 and t = 0.8, the true a p 
coincidence rate is 

nc = (SxlO
5) x 0.8 x 0.8 x (3xl0_27) x (l.lxlO22) 

*u -1 
= 10 sec 

4.4. Summary. 

According to the above calculations, competitive count 

rates should be obtained for photon scattering and neutron 

spectrometry in the giant resonance and for hadron photo-

production in the delta resonance region. As mentioned pre

viously, such experiments have in fact alreadv been performed 

at Illinois, Stanford, Hamburg and Daresbury. We have attempted 

to present the count rate estimates in a manner which should 

enable the reader to readily compute estimates of his ov/n. 

The reader is also reminded that, in the case of the new IKO 

facility, the above estimates will have to be scaled b" the 

appropriate duty factor, which is expected to be approximately 

10% for energies up to 200 MeV, falling to 2% at 500 MeV. It 
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is emphasized that these computed rates must be reduced further 

if the experimental background is appreciable. 

Finally, we mention one considerable advantage of the 

bremsstrahlung taggiag technique. Because the number of photons 

which interact with the target is accurately defined bv the 

tagging process, it is a simple natter to deduce accurate 

absolute cross sections. 
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Appendix 1; Required electron beam currents. 

27) 
The Schiff integrated-over-angles formula has been 

used to compute the relationship between the incident 

electron current and the tagged flux of radiated photons. 

We assume a Pt radiator of thickness 
-2 

.005 r.l. = 65 mgm cm , 

and that all photons with energies between 75% and 90% of the 

initial electron kinetic energy are tagged. The results are 

shown in fig. Al for 15, 40 and 300 MeV electrons. 
It is seen that the required electron currents will almost 

_o 

invariably be restricted to less than 10 A. This suggests that 

such experiments will generally best be performed in a parasitic 

mode, where a small fraction of the total accelerator current is 

continuously peeled off and transported to the tagging facility. 

More attention shoud therefore be devoted to the possibility 

of splitting electron beams with septum magnets. 
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Appendix 2: Tagging of Radiation from Positron Annihilation-

in-Flight. 

It is also possible to "tag" photons produced by positron 

annihilation-in-flight. The principle of the technique is 

depicted in fig. A2 which shows an energy-analyzed beam of 

positrons impinging upon a low-Z annihilation target. The 

dominant annihilation reaction is the one in which two photons 

are produced, and these are predominantly forward-directed in 
28) the laboratory frame . To good approximation, the cross 

section for this process is identical to that for the annihi

lation of a free positron-electron pair. As a consequence of 

the simple reaction kinematics, by knowing the initial positron 

momentum and observing the direction of one annihilation photon, 

we can deduce the energy and direction of the second. This, then, 

is the principle which allows us to tag photons produced by 

annihilations-in-flight. 

If an annihilation photon is observed to make angle 62 with 

respect to the incoming positron momentum, myv, the energy of 

this phcton is 

U) 2 = 
(1+Y)n 

l+Y(l-3cose2) 

where & - \v\ /c 

and y = (1-B*)~* 

The energy and angle of the other annihilation photon are given 

by 

MI = m(l+Y)-u]2 t 

and 
e2 = ArcCos \ [l- Y ; ( I . B C O S 6 2 ) ] ' 
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and the total two-photon differential cross section is 

da _ ZTrrg ,m f uĵ  + 2m
2 (1+y) _ pm2 (l+y)"! 21 

where ro is the classical electron radius, 2.82 ferml. 

Fig. A3 shows differential annihilation and bremsstrahlung 

cross sections as a function of photon energy, which is 

expre^ed as a fraction of the maximum energy available to 

an annihilation photon in the laboratory frame: 

wmax(9-0) ~ I+YUHJ) * 

The two sets of curves correspond to positrons of initial 

kinetic energy T = 20 and T = 200 MeV. Whereas the brems

strahlung energy spectrum is distributed broadly, the 

annihilation spectrum is seen to be concentrated near u>= u> 
max 

This may lead to more favorable random coincidence count 

rates in experiments where annihilation photons are tagged. 

Note further how the ratio of annihilation to bremsstrahlung 

decreases rapidly with increasing positron kinetic energy. 

Fig. A4 displays the relationship between the energy, 

to 1 , of one annihilation photon and 02, the angle of the other. 

Because no spectrometer is required to determine the photon 

energy,tagging annihilation photons is experimentally simpler 

than tagging bremsstrahlung radiation. On the other hand, since 

monochromatic annihilation photons are emitted into a cone, 

it will be more difficult to tag these photons with the same 

efficiency that can be achieved by tagging bremsstrahlung recoil 

particles with a double-focussing spectrometer. As a conseguence, 

tagged ohoton rates.obtained in the positron annihilation 

technique will be generally lov;. 

At the NBG laboratories in Washington, the technique of 

tagging positron annihilation radiation has been exploited to 

determine the response function of large Nal crystals that 
29) 

are used for the spectrometry of energetic y-ravs 
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Figure Captions. 

Fig. 1 Illinois measurement of the cross section for 

elastic scattering of photons from 2 0 6^b. The curve 

is an extrapolation of a Lorentzian line-shape fitted 

to the giant dipole resonance. 

Fig. 2 Photonuclear cross sections of 2 3 BU. The data were 
5) 

obtained at Illinois , and the different symbols 

identify different runs. The spacing of the points 

in a single run is equal to the photon energv 

resolution, (a) Photofission cross sections. The 

curves correspond to earlier measurements with poorer 

resolution, (b) Photoneutron cross section inferred 

by measuring only neutrons with energy greater than 

300 keV. (c) Summed cross section. The line is an 

extrapolation of the giant dipole resonance. 

Fig. 3 Total cross section for the photoproduction of hadrons 

from the proton. Data from Daresbury 

Fig. 4 Fraction of the photon flux which is intercepted by 

the target, E (W), for various initial electron kin 

energies, T, and bremsstrahlung opening angles. 

Fig. 5 (a) Cross section for 135° quasi-elastic photon scattering 

from 165Ho, and differential bremsstrahlung cross section 

for 19 MeV electrons in beryllium, (b) Differential photon 

yield function for 135* scattering of a 19 MeV brems

strahlung y-spectrum from ls5Ho. In order to estimate 

accidental-to-true tagging coincidence ratios, two 

different configurations of recoil electron detectors 

are considered: an extended multi-wire chamber or scin

tillator horoscope which tags all photons with energies 

between 11.5 and 15 MeV; and a set of five distinct 

scintillators, each spanning a 100 keV bite in the sane 

energy range. The reactions yields sampled by these two 

hypothetical detector configurations are indicated 

schematically. 
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Fig. Al Interrelation between the incident electron current and 

tagged photon flux, assuming a .005 r.l. platinum 

radiator and that all photons with energies between 

75% and 90% of the initial electron kinetic energy 

are taqged. 

Fig. A2 Schema of the principle of tagging y-radiation produced 

by positron annihilation-in-flight. A monochromatic 

beam of positrons impinges upon a low 2-annihilation. 

target, and the energy and direction of one annihilation 

photon are identified by observing the direction of 

the second. The remaining positron beam is deflected 

and dumped or measured using a Faraday cup. 

Fig. A3 Differential annihilation and bremsstrahlung cross 

sections for 20 and 200 MeV positrons in beryllium. 

The photon energv is expressed as a fraction of the 

maximum energy available to an annihilation photon 

in the laboratory frame. 

Fig. A4 Relationship between the energy, wi, of one annihi

lation photon and 92, the angle of the second. 
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